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Yunnan \"a print\" inhabitancy form of yunnan area is unique with the national 
characteristics of residential building form, with its unique structure layout and rich 
history and culture of China become a treasure in the residence culture inheritance. 
The houses around all over the characteristic, yunnan \"a print\" dwellings and 
geographical and hou factors according to form the unique building structural form 
and cultural and artistic breath. 
This paper will traditional yunnan \"a print\" inhabitancy form and modern 
digital virtual display technology, combining the traditional yunnan \"a print\" 
residential structure with digita l3D roaming way display, digital recovery \"a print\" 
original houses, the audience can be in front of the computer as a culture in the visit 
this ancient. This paper from the 3D digital modeling began, according to yunnan \"a 
print\" residence culture connotation and historical research of healing. Then 3D 
model of residence to the separate characterizations and modeling the details, and \"a 
print\" dwellings 3D the authenticity of the recovery for further improvement. Will 
visit system design and after 3D tour route binding, and completed the model of the 
brew and set parameters, complete the basic model. Then roasted model into realize 
the yunnan \"a print\" houses multipath, view 3D digital virtual display effect. 
Provides free visit mode, video animation mode and the designated the perspective 
model, structure analysis model and so on many kinds of ornamental model, so that 
visitors can fully independent tour and understand the yunnan \"a print\" local-style 
dwelling houses building style and local conditions and customs. In the model display 
system to attention in use the simplicity of operation and easy operation, set the pace 
and use such as how that the operation of such Settings. 
This paper tries to explore the ethnic traditional culture with modern digital 
technology recovery, and use the digital technology propaganda to protect Chinese 
traditional culture construction, to get more protection and attention, with modern 
digital reduction technology developed and inheriting Chinese traditional architectural 
culture. 
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